Abstract

Small companies in the software product business risk rework and market failure due to shortcomings in integrating a strategic perspective into management of product development. Because little guidance exists for helping such companies link business strategy with product development, we propose that improvement should begin with helping the key persons maintain the ‘big picture’ in their everyday bustle of multiple, sometimes even contradictory roles and responsibilities. We present a framework of key decisions to address in order to reconcile the perspectives of business strategy and product development, based on strategic management, new product development and software engineering literature. The framework was tested and refined as part of a study aiming to improve the NPD management practices in three companies. Our findings indicate that using the framework helped raise the companies’ awareness of the importance of long-term planning in product development and yielded relevant improvement suggestions regarding daily product development activities.

1. Introduction

Success in the software product business demands more than just developing products that are of high technical quality – building products at the right time with the right features is at least as important. Shortened cycle times often make effective planning and execution of new product development the difference between survival and ruin. Still, software companies are tempted to shortcut the development process and bring products to market more quickly by omitting the planning stages entirely [31]. To contrast this, strategic new product development refers to taking a deliberate and systematic approach to formulating and enacting product strategies [17]. Product strategy links the company’s business strategy to product development by providing a vision and competitive positioning [30] for a specific product/service proposition and guidelines for organising the development efforts [12,36]. To position this work and set up the context, business strategy focuses on how to compete in a particular industry or product/market segment, while corporate strategy refers to a company’s overall direction in terms of its various businesses, resources and general attitude towards growth [36,41]. By software product business we mean that the amount of customer-specific development effort is (or is intended to be) relatively small [18]. In compliance with the European Union standard, ‘small’ companies are considered those having less than 50 people.

Existing research [4,41] as well as our own experience suggest that small companies find integrating a strategic perspective into product development decision-making more challenging than larger firms with more established strategy processes. Important product development decisions are often made based on the opinions of key personnel rather than through deliberate or explicit planning, and consequently, small companies are vulnerable to extensive rework and even market failure [6,39]. While small companies may not need or even afford having dedicated strategy personnel like larger firms, we propose that maintaining the ‘big picture’ is challenging for the key persons in the everyday bustle of multiple and sometimes even contradictory roles and responsibilities. Combined with unclear priorities due to lack of long-range planning, overbooking of resources becomes common while some important activities do not receive enough attention. This means that although important product development decisions do get made, they are not necessarily taken deliberately, but rather inadvertently, or even through inaction. Likewise, the key personnel may not even be aware of the gamut of important decisions they face in managing their efforts in new product development.

Despite of the difficulties involved, small technology-based companies have a crucial role in the industry because of their innovativeness, popularisation of new technologies, keeping established firms on their toes [33], job creation and growth [41]. For the individual company there often exists only one shot at success [31], and statistics suggest that up to one half of businesses founded in any one year are not in business five
years later [41]. Because the underlying problem appears to be an overall lack of strategic management [41], it is important to find means for supporting strategic product development in such companies, a task we have undertaken in this paper.

Section 2 discusses the results of a literature review conducted to collect existing support for strategic new product development in small software product businesses. Section 3 presents a framework identifying what should be paid attention to in managing new product development in small software product businesses, and its theoretical background. Section 4 discusses how the framework was applied in three case companies in order to test and refine it, as well as the results from this work. Section 5 concludes the paper by outlining its contribution and presenting directions for further research.

2. Existing support for strategic new product development in small software product businesses

We conducted a review of strategic management, new product development management and software engineering literature to collect existing support for strategic new product development in small companies in the software product business. The areas of literature were chosen because they all address the management of new product development from different perspectives. Our conclusions were as follows:

- Most of current management theory cannot be applied directly in smaller companies because it is founded upon a large company context [20,40]. Still, even at the beginning of the life-cycle of a company, planning should incorporate analytical elements and become more formal and sophisticated as the company grows and matures [4].

- A large number of techniques, tools and methods for aligning new product development efforts with strategy exist [11]. However, these have been designed from the perspective of large companies with multiple business units, each with possibly several product lines. Literature does not provide insight into their applicability in small companies [2].

- Much of the literature on software engineering is written from the viewpoint of large organisations and companies doing individual projects for specific customers [5,8,15,23,27]. Also, software engineering literature prefers the engineering point of view and generally leaves the link to business management for others to handle [37].

No context-specific guidance was found for helping small software businesses to combine the perspectives of business and product development. Techniques for aligning new product development with business strategy are not directly usable in the small software product company context because of the difference in perspective; in a small software product company, the emphasis of decision-making would most likely focus more on the contents of a single product line or even a product over several releases, rather than on deciding on a multitude of development projects concerning different product lines and their extensions [21].

Instead of tailoring techniques from literature to support strategic management of new product development in small software product businesses, we think that it is more useful to increase the awareness of the underlying important decisions that are involved. This is because adapting existing techniques requires a context-specific understanding of the underlying issues, and applying different techniques is likely to require a case-by-case justification – in small companies doing product development, improvement efforts must be perceived immediately useful if they are to receive attention [27,32].

3. Key decisions in strategic new product development

In this section, we present a framework identifying what should be decided – the key decisions that the literature and our own experience in working with several small software companies deem important for strategic new product development.

3.1. Identification of the decisions

While the how-to-succeed in developing products varies over time both within and across companies and industries, what issues are being decided on remains fairly constant at a certain level of abstraction [26]. We found it useful to view product strategy as the result of making important decisions in managing new product development. This is because identifying such decisions in the small software product business context would provide managers with a ‘checklist’ of what they should be paying attention to. The starting point for our work in compiling a framework of key product development decisions for small software product businesses was a list of generic new product development decisions, or decision areas by Krishnan and Ulrich [26]. These areas are product strategy and planning, product development organisation and project management (decisions in set-
ting up a development project), and concept development, supply chain design, product design, performance testing and validation and production ramp-up and testing (decisions within a project).

From the perspective of supporting strategic new product development in small software product companies, the list contains issues of unclear relevance, it lacks industry-specific detail, and gives an incomplete picture of what kinds of decisions can have profound implications for a small organisation. For example, managing the supply chain in the software business is profoundly different from the case of manufactured products and many of the management issues critical for software development, such as quality assurance are either not emphasised correctly or discussed at all. Also, the naming of the decision areas as well as the ‘setting up projects’ – ‘within a project’ categorisation imply a large company context, possibly involving manufacturing as well. Despite of these contextual shortcomings, Krishnan and Ulrich’s model, as well as the decision perspective it provides served as a comprehensive starting point for our work.

To overcome the difficulties, we tailored the original decision areas to comply with characteristics of small software companies in the product business as identified in literature (see for example [10,16,38,40]) and our previous experience. The validity of our initial ‘key decision areas’ for the small software product business context was evaluated by examining whether describing real case companies is meaningful using such a structure, and whether relevant problems and challenges can be found using the decision areas as a checklist. The results of this test, our other empirical work related to the key decision areas, and the role of these in defining the set of key decision areas presented in this paper are discussed in section 4. While it can hardly be said that any of the individual key decisions would be specific to small companies, the naming, structuring and content of the framework is largely a result of the empirical context. Although the key decision areas seem suitable to software product development in general, we have not examined the scalability of the framework to larger companies and make no claims towards this.

3.2. Definition of the decisions

The key decisions framework helps to reconcile the perspectives of business strategy and product development by providing a list of elements that product strategies should address. The key decisions have been grouped into the decision areas of portfolio management, organisation, development model, product management and quality strategy. Although not all of the decisions described are neither equally topical nor strategic to a company at a given time, they should be recognised as building blocks for product strategies. A company that recognises the scope of strategic new product development can explicitly decide not to address certain issues at a given time, as opposed to not even being aware that such issues could be important. The contents of the key decision areas are summarised in Table 1 and explained below in sections 3.2.1-3.2.5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decision area</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Portfolio management</strong></td>
<td>Deciding about product and service propositions and their release strategies (release content, roles, types, timing) based on the key elements of the respective business models (revenue logic, marketing &amp; sales, delivery). The constraints and requirements set by the business model and the development process on each other should be reconciliated through release strategy (see sections 3.2.1 and 5.2.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organisation</strong></td>
<td>Organisational design; Roles and responsibilities; Team staffing; Team physical arrangement and location; Competences; Use of outsourcing; Development infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Development model</strong></td>
<td>Development rhythm: Pacing &amp; phasing; Development control: Progress tracking and control; Communication mechanisms; Relative priority to and interaction with other development models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Product management</strong></td>
<td>Technology selection: Product architecture; Employed technologies; Requirements engineering; Elicitation; Specification; Release planning; Change management; Release and configuration management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality strategy</strong></td>
<td>Defining “good-enough” quality; Risk management: Release criteria; Release success evaluation; Test planning: Test types, Timing, Documentation, Quality metrics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.1. Portfolio management. This decision area consists of formulating and enacting product strategies across the portfolio of products and services offered by the company [11] based on the requirements and constraints set by the other components of the respective business models. A business model is a manifestation of business strategy designed for a particular product/market situation [36]. Its four main elements are product strategy, revenue logic, marketing & sales and delivery, with product strategy defining an offering and its release strategy. This definition of product strategy is consistent with the one given in section 1 because our
model implies that a release strategy sets guidelines for how the development efforts should be organised. Deciding about release strategies means managing the contents, timing, roles and types of future product releases across the product portfolio of the company [37]. A release means passing a software build and associated documentation on to one or more parties outside of development [35].

In addition to product strategy, the other elements of the business model are likely to impose constraints and requirements for the release strategy, and subsequently for the product development process as well. However, the development process may or may not be able to respond to these demands, and possible conflicts should be settled in the release strategy. Thus, discussing the other three business model elements is in order to understand the inherent complexity of the portfolio management decision area. Revenue logic refers to how a company extracts value from its operations — its mechanisms for creating revenue and profit, the basic ideas behind product pricing, and utilising other possible sources of financing [36]. Marketing & sales describes how the marketing and sales of the offering have been organised, how the products are intended to reach their markets, and identifies the respective actors and the sales process [36]. Marketing refers to decisions on market segmentation, target market(s) and presenting the products to the customers in a way that enhances their perceived value [25]. In the software product business, connecting marketing and product development through decisions such as what new features can be marketed (and how) at what stage of their construction are of crucial importance. Also, small companies must often employ indirect sales channels in addition to direct sales. Delivery refers to how the offering will reach its customers as a working solution and the actors and processes involved, for example the physical distribution, deployment, maintenance [36], tailoring or integration of the offering. Thus, the amount of customer-specific effort required stems from these decisions. The cost and benefits of offering complementary services should be balanced, and possible long-term implications should be kept in mind [32].

3.2.2. Organisation. While organisational boundaries may be less visible in small companies, organisation remains one of the most important factors in determining whether the company is capable of operating according to its intended business model [28]. Organisational design describes those organisational structures and associated functions that are assumed stable over time unless explicitly changed. Defining roles and responsibilities is especially important in small companies because of low organisational hierarchy and the emphasised role of key personnel such as senior management. Organisational change is more often realised as re-defining roles and responsibilities than changing the organisational structures themselves. Thus, acting under the ‘wrong’ role in a given situation may result in fluctuation in the company’s business model [28]. Team staffing is the strongest mechanism in operationalising strategy — inadequate practices in resource allocation can waste resources to unimportant tasks, while simultaneously starving the issues that deserve attention [11,26]. The physical arrangement and location of company personnel and teams affects the effectiveness of communication, and consequently, all work [14]. Because order-of-magnitude differences can exist between team productivity [19,29], understanding competences and possibly investing in team collaboration and capability can have strategic implications. Outsourcing entails both considerable risks and potential payoff regardless of its exact nature, and decisions on how outsourcing should be utilised and managed can be of strategic importance. Development infrastructure deals with the selection, acquiring and usage of development tools and environments and their sharing amongst projects. In small companies development tool and infrastructure decisions can have major implications because they easily shape the development process [16] and are often coupled to the technologies employed in the product as well. Tool and infrastructure investments are also relatively costly to small companies.

3.2.3 Development model. This decision area refers to how the product development process is structured in order to realise the intended release strategy, and consists of development rhythm and development control. Development rhythm refers to the general way development efforts are structured for a certain kind of undertaking, for instance a release project, and how the rhythm of the development is supported or enforced (pacing and phasing). Pacing means creating a rhythm to the development efforts, for example by conducting the entire development as projects with clear start and end dates, and/or pacing the daily work with various practices. Phasing defines the nature, emphasis and objectives of the periods of time created through pacing. Development control refers to what measures are used to track and control progress and what communication mechanisms there are among development team members and the rest of the organisation. Also, development control guides how a development model should interact with other development models or instances of the same
development model according to its relative priority (for example, changes in resourcing).

3.2.4. Product management. Product management is a term having different meanings for things to different people. Here we focus on the aspect often referred to as inbound product management [10], consisting of technology selection, requirements engineering and release management. Technology selection consists of making technological and architectural decisions, and in small companies it is crucial that key personnel outside product development should get involved. The product development personnel should support this by taking a consulting role. Technological and architectural decisions should be based on the business requirements for the product and the needs for incrementally developing the product or extending the product line. Also, most non-functional requirements directly affect the set of choices available and should be made explicit to the extent possible. Requirements engineering, in other words deciding about the principles and processes used in eliciting product and feature ideas and prioritising them to transform the viable ones as part of the product offering, is essential to strategic new product development. This area consists of collecting potential requirements (elicitation), properly documenting them (specification), prioritising and allocating to future product releases (release planning), and keeping this allocation fit in the pressures of changing requirements, defects found, schedule constraints and the changes' implications for the whole product (change management). Release and configuration management refers to the technical process and the services, tools and methodologies used in releasing versions of the product [3], as well as the basic principles and processes applied in configuration management. The latter includes keeping track of the configurations of the product(s) on the market.

3.2.5. Quality strategy. Defining and operationalising “good-enough” quality is one of the major strategic decisions a software product company has to make on a continuous basis [18]. The somewhat controversial “good-enough” implies an understanding of both the relative priorities of the release in terms of quality attributes (for example, the ISO 9126 standard on software product quality) and the risks involved. Whilst most companies see risk management as a key issue, risk is typically treated tactically and most often in an ad-hoc or piece-meal manner [9]. Existing research on software risk management is more concerned with the tactical perspective of managing risk within a development project [34] or the methods used [24] instead of the perspective of a company making product releases. However, two basic ways to incorporate elements of risk management into quality decision-making on the strategic level are determining release criteria for the product, and measuring the success of past product releases. Understanding the strengths and weaknesses of past releases in terms of added value from functionality and (absence of) defects provides depth to release criteria and quality metrics [13]. Quality metrics refer to quantitative information characterising the state of the object being tested. This information can be used, e.g., for progress tracking and as the basis for release criteria. Test planning means specifying which types of testing are to be utilised and how, the level of documentation and reporting necessary, and the quality metrics used. Management should provide input on the consequences of different kinds of failures in product quality and oversee that these are evenly matched with different types of testing and their usage. The amount and type of documentation utilised and produced by testing should vary depending on the context. In some cases, complete test case specifications and comprehensive reporting are necessary, while in others, exploratory testing [22] can be more appropriate.

4. Application experiences

To refine our initial framework as well as test it for completeness, we conducted case studies in three small software product businesses and arranged an experience exchange workshop. These efforts and their results are described in this section.

4.1. Approach and changes to the framework

After an initial outline of the key decision areas was compiled based on Krishnan and Ulrich’s new product development decisions and characteristics of small software product businesses, semi-structured interviews were conducted in three software product companies in mass-market type business to understand how they handled the respective decision areas and the related software engineering practices. The case companies were chosen because of their accessibility as industrial participants to our research project, and they were in mass-market type business. In all three of the companies, called here Slipstream, Cielago and Cheops (having 20, 10 and 30 developers at the time of the interviews, respectively), the head of product development was interviewed, and at one of the companies this was complemented with interviewing one project manager and two product managers because of the extent of involvement in our research project. The data from the interviews
was thematically coded using the elements of our initial key decision areas, and where necessary, decision areas (or parts thereof) were added, renamed and restructured to better cover the issues of importance that surfaced during the interviews.

Case descriptions structured according to the decision areas illustrating the companies’ practices and highlighting their strengths, weaknesses, problems and challenges were written, checked for correctness and presented along with improvement suggestions. The general findings were presented to all of the companies in a joint session. After this, company-specific observations and improvement suggestions were discussed individually at the companies in three-hour sessions, and soon thereafter, informal discussion-like interviews were conducted with the interviewed persons to evaluate how useful they perceived the analysis and the suggestions made. After an observation period of four to six months (depending on the case in question), a second round of interviews was conducted to find out what action, if any, had resulted from the first interviews and their dissemination. The heads of product development were interviewed, and at Cheops, one product manager, a project manager, a developer and the head of quality assurance were interviewed as well. From the perspective of the framework, the case studies resulted in adding one-fourth of the total content present in current version, and led to a make-over of the structure of the decision areas as well as much of the naming used.

Four months after the final interviews, we arranged an experience exchange workshop in which six small software companies (including one of the case companies) presented their current product development practices, and their self-perceived strengths and challenges using the structure of the framework. From the perspective of the framework, the workshop resulted in some structural changes and terminology changes to simplify the framework and make it more intuitive.

4.2. Results in the case companies

This section briefly discusses the results of the case studies from the perspective of the participating companies.

4.2.1. Improvement suggestions and feedback received. The suggestions made at Slipstream address the use of requirements documentation, development rhythm, progress tracking, and quality strategy. The company agreed on the importance of the suggestions, and improvements were already being made. One month after the suggestions were presented, the interviewed senior product manager reported of initiatives towards managing the product portfolio through business case thinking, starting systematic defect tracking and improving the requirements process.

At Cielago, suggestions addressed communication between sales and R&D, release planning, development rhythm, progress tracking and quality strategy. According to the company, the interviews had helped them identify weaknesses in their current way of working. The product had been developed in a technology-push manner and the R&D-sales relationship was not working well. This was to be improved, and during the upcoming months, the entire from-idea-to-after-sales process was to be defined complete with phases and associated inputs, outputs, roles and responsibilities. The most important target for improvement efforts during the first month had been how requirements for new products were handled.

The suggestions made to Cheops concerned requirements engineering and its connection to the development model. Although the suggestions were received well, the head of R&D did not initially consider their value significant because he considered himself already aware of these issues.

4.2.2. Changes during the observation period. The most significant changes at the companies from the perspective of the decision areas are summarised in Table 2. At Slipstream, the requirements process and release planning were made more systematic and project progress tracking was strengthened. At Cielago, the roles and responsibilities of some of the key personnel were altered to stimulate interaction between R&D, sales and the customers, phases were introduced to the product development process and requirements for new products were specified and analysed more rigorously. At Cheops, the most significant improvements were in requirements prioritisation, organising quality assurance and project planning. Also, part of the development work was outsourced.

In addition to the changes listed in Table 2, the companies had worked towards solving minor problems and challenges that had been identified together during the interviews. Most of these had been successfully dealt with.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Changes during the observation period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slipstream</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.2. Changes during the observation period. The most significant changes at the companies from the perspective of the decision areas are summarised in Table 2. At Slipstream, the requirements process and release planning were made more systematic and project progress tracking was strengthened. At Cielago, the roles and responsibilities of some of the key personnel were altered to stimulate interaction between R&D, sales and the customers, phases were introduced to the product development process and requirements for new products were specified and analysed more rigorously. At Cheops, the most significant improvements were in requirements prioritisation, organising quality assurance and project planning. Also, part of the development work was outsourced.

In addition to the changes listed in Table 2, the companies had worked towards solving minor problems and challenges that had been identified together during the interviews. Most of these had been successfully dealt with.
4.2.3. Benefits to the companies. At Slipstream, the initially discussed improvements did take place but we were unable to trace cause-and-effect back to our study because of personnel changes. At Cielago, conducting interviews by going through the key decision areas was openly considered very useful by the management, and during the follow-up period, the company had successfully tackled almost all of the problems and challenges identified. At Cheops, the interviewed R&D manager told that he was both surprised and delighted at the amount of improvements traceable back to participating in the study.

Based on the feedback given by the companies in the follow-up interviews, using the key decisions framework to structure the evaluations of the companies’ practices helped raise the participants’ awareness of important decisions in managing new product development and resulted in relevant and actionable improvement suggestions. The key decision areas were also found useful for getting an overview of how a small software product company operates for process improvement purposes. Because the evaluation yielded suggestions and changes to both product strategy and engineering processes, we believe the framework is also suitable for identifying areas for improvement in the software process.

5. Conclusion

This section concludes the paper by outlining the contribution and presenting directions for further research.

5.1. Contribution

This paper adds understanding to strategic decision-making in the context of small software product businesses. The framework both illustrates the scope of issues involved in strategic new product development for small software product businesses and serves as a checklist for managing, evaluating and improving management of product development as well as the development processes themselves. Despite the fact that today’s turbulent market and technological environment make planning hard and there is a trend towards flexible, agile development [1], we think that explicit planning at product strategy level has distinct value. Even in situations where planning is impossible, the planning process in itself can be valuable since it forces the company to identify and evaluate various options [7]. Thus, we see our framework as complementing modern development approaches, not as contradictory or as a replacement for them.

5.2. Future work

In addition to applying the framework for integrating a strategic perspective into product development, we are currently examining if the viewpoint it provides on reconciling strategy and product development can be used to focus process improvement efforts. A company’s product development process should support its intended way of doing business, but explaining this relationship has to our knowledge received very little attention. We propose that the business strategy of the company should be reflected in its product development processes through decision-making at the product strategy level. For example, business needs provide constraints and requirements for future releases’ contents, timing and quality, and achieving these goals can be supported by proper development rhythm, requirements processes and quality strategies.

Because the elements in the decision areas are interrelated, changes in one area set constraints and requirements on how the other areas can and/or should be or-
ganised. For example, the need to release a product having a near-zero tolerance for defects sets demands on the quality strategy. This in turn places constraints on the release strategy (for example, release cycle length), the development model used, and so on. We hypothesise that in well-organised software companies the degree and causality of these interactions and dependencies can be traced to business needs. Exploring how companies’ business environments and desired ways of conducting business are reflected in their new product development could shed light on what kind of development processes and practices are suitable for different business models, and how development process capability in turn affects the set of feasible business models. By understanding the key factors involved, software process improvement can focus on the essentials, increasing the value of such work especially in those small companies having relatively ad hoc practices to start with.
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